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The instrumental music of the exceedingly prolific Georg Philipp Telemann must play on at least one
radio station somewhere in the world every fifteen minutes, but many people would surely be surprised
to learn that the prolific composer also had an opera career. Although he wrote numerous works for the
stage (one of his jobs was music director for the Hamburg Opera), that output was eclipsed over time by
Handel's operas. Quite a few scores aren't even extant, and one - Orpheus - was unearthed only in recent
times, providing a vivid taste of how much skill and imagination he brought to the genre. Its U.S.
premiere, in a classy production by Wolf Trap Opera, suggested that Orpheus could become a hot
property.

Much of the score stands up strongly to the competition from Handel, especially in the orchestration,
which abounds in coloristic effects, and in some of the coloratura-driven, A-B-A arias. Giving the piece
extra flavoring is the deployment of no fewer than three languages in the libretto: German, Italian and
French. Each invariably sounds right. An aria extolling pleasure, for example, naturally is in French.
(Audiences at the Hamburg Opera apparently got a particular kick out of such multilingual experiences.)

In librettist Michel du Boullay's version of the Orpheus myth, the focus is more on an insanely jealous
queen, Orasia, who will do anything to prevent her adored lyre-plucker from enjoying happiness with
Eurydice. Orasia not only murders both during the course of the opera (her female minions slaughter
Orpheus offstage) but commits suicide, so she can continue to mess things up for the tragic couple in the
next life.

The performance on June 18 at the Barns at Wolf Trap found the hard-working cast digging into this
dramatic material in a generally impressive manner. As Orpheus, Alexander Tall revealed a mellow
baritone that sometimes recalled a young Dietrich Fischer-Dieskau, both in timbre and elegance of line,
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and could easily melt the Underworld. Fiona Murphy's Eurydice was occasionally strident and under
pitch, but the mezzo maintained an expressive delivery that matched her engaging acting. Soprano
Bronwen Forbay demonstrated remarkable aplomb in the bravura role of Orasia, with its pyrotechnics
and stratospheric leaps that seem to presage the Queen of the Night. Some top notes turned harsh, but the
vocalism was so confident and exciting that it didn't much matter. Other standouts were tenor Jeremy
Little, who tapped tellingly into the lyrical nature of Orpheus's devoted buddy Eurimides, and bass Matt
Boehler, who worked up a strong vocal storm as the menacing Pluto. Guido Rumstadt conducted with
authority and maintained welcome overall propulsion. Except for some wayward winds, the period-
instrument orchestra played in tune and with abundant character.

Designer Martin T. Lopez put the cast in snazzy contemporary dress (does anybody ever stage Baroque
operas in Baroque clothes anymore?) and created a basic set for the outer acts that made clever use of
silhouettes. Act II's almost gothic depiction of Hades seemed to come from another production entirely
but made a strong statement. Lawrence Edleson directed fluidly and often created striking stage pictures,
none more potent than the sight of Orpheus, after his tragic glance back at Eurydice on their way out of
the Underworld, hanging on a ladder, as physically devastated as the rose he crushed in his hand, its
petals falling slowing with the Act II curtain. There also was some effective whimsy here and there,
including wonderfully animated choreography for the Orpheus-Eurydice wedding party that managed to
include a very plausible bunny hop. 

TIM SMITH
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